As disk performance continues to lag behind that of memory systems and processors, virtual memory management becomes increasingly important for overall system performance. In this paper we study the page reference behavior of a collection of memory-intensive applications, and propose a new virtual memory page replacement algorithm, SEQ. SEQ detects long sequences of page faults and applies mostrecently-used replacement to those sequences. Simulations show that for a large class of applications, SEQ performs close to the optimal replacement algorithm, and significantly better than Least-Recently-Used (LRU). In addition, SEQ performs similarly to LRU for applications that do not exhibit sequential faulting.
policy for such programs. For applications that have clear access patterns, however, LRU often performs poorly: it frequently exhibits plateau behavior, where increasing memory sizes does not reduce fault rate until the whole program fits into memory. For these programs OPT obtains at least linear reduction in fault rate as memory size increases.
Based on LRU's observed poor behavior, we propose a new replacement algorithm, SEQ. SEQ normally performs LRU replacement; in addition, it monitors page faults as they occur, detecting long sequences of faults to contiguous virtual addresses. When such sequences are found, SEQ performs a pseudo most-recently-used (MRU) replacement on the sequences, attempting to imitate what OPT would do. SEQ often corrects the poor performance (plateau behavior) of LRU for applications that have sequential behavior, yet it performs the same as LRU for other types of applications.
We also conducted a preliminary study of two global page replacement algorithms: global LRU replacement, and SEQ extended to be a global replacement algorithm. We found that SEQ performs similar to or better than global LRU on mixes of various application types. Our results suggest that SEQ may be a good algorithm suitable for implementation in a real OS kernel VM system.
Applications and Traces
The applications we studied are described in Table 1 . Shown for each program is the number of instructions executed by the traced program and the amount of total memory used by the program. (Other columns in the table will be described further below.)
Trace Methodology
We collected memory reference traces using Shade [S] , an instruction-level trace generator for the SPARC architecture.
All programs ran on machines running the Solaris 2.4 operating system.
Because of the length of our traces, recording all memory references individually would result in unmanageably large trace files. Instead, we record "IN" and "OUT" records. We divide program instruction time into fixed-length intervals (usually l,OOO,OOO instructions). At the end of every interval, for every page that was referenced in the current interval but was not referenced in the previous interval, an IN record is generated and timestamped with the actual time (in terms of instructions executed) of the first reference to that page. Similarly, for every page that was accessed in the previous interval but was not Table 1 : Benchmark programs measured, with execution duration and memory address space size. * Indicates runs which were terminated before they completed. Also shown are minimum simulatable memory sizes (discussed in section 2.1) and the size of the program binary.
accessed in the current interval, an OUT record is generated with the timestamp of the instruction making the last reference to the page. IN and OUT records in a trace are written out sorted by their timestamps. We used a uniform page size of 4KB throughout this study. The IN and OUT records associated with a page mark the beginning and end of a period when the page is referenced. The page is accessed at least once during each interval in this period; exactly how many times and exactly when each reference occurs is unknown. However, a page is definitely not accessed in the time between an OUT record until the next IN record for that page.
This trace format not only is compact but also allows accurate simulation of several replacement algorithms for sufficiently large memory sizes. At any point in a trace, define pages that are between an IN record and an OUT record as being "ACTIVE", and the pages that are between an OUT record and an IN record as "IDLE". Then the OPT algorithm, which replaces the page that is referenced furthest in the future, can be simulated by replacing the IDLE page whose next IN record is both furthest in the future and at least two intervals ahead of the current interval. Such a page is indeed the furthest referenced page because any ACTIVE page will be accessed again either in the current interval or in the next interval. By similar reasoning, LRU can be simulated by replacing the IDLE page whose previous OUT record is both the earliest among all IDLE pages, and whose previous OUT record is either two intervals before the current interval, or is before the IN records of all ACTIVE pages. These constraints ensure that the page is indeed the least-recently-used page (since any ACTIVE page must have been accessed in the current interval or in the last interval).
A limitation of our method is that it can only simulate memory sizes above a certain threshold. If the memory size is too small, the simulation will not be able to find an IDLE page satisfying the above criteria. The minimum simulatable memory sizes for each application are listed in Table 1 .
(For SEQ we used the same minimum as LRU since SEQ defaults to LRU replacement.)
Application Page Reference Behavior
We can plot space-time graphs of references from the traces described above. For each execution interval (a point on the z axis) we plot a point for each page referenced in that interval The y-axis values are relative page locations within the program's address space (since the application's address space is usually sparse and contains many unused regions, we leave out the address space holes and number the used pages from low addresses to high addresses on the y-axis). Due to space constraints we cannot include all space-time graphs. Following pages contain four representative samples of the variety of the memory reference behavior for the sixteen applications. (Every application's memory behavior is different from the rest. We refer interested readers to [13] for all the space-time plots.)
Observing the space-time graphs, we found that the applications fall into three categories. The first, which includes coral, murphi, m88ksim and vortex, are truly memory intensive-large numbers of pages are accessed during each execution interval. There are no clearly visible patterns within the vast dark areas. The second category, which includes blizzard, gee, and perl, are also memory intensive, but have patterns at a small scale (for example, in gee, the traversal of pages in the 0.5MB-2.25MB range follows a certain pattern). (These kind of small-scale patterns might be exploited for techniques such as prefetching, but we have not investigated prefetching in this paper.) The third applica- tion category, consisting of the rest of the applications, show clearly-exploitable, large-scale reference patterns. Ranges of address space are traversed in the same pattern repeatedly. The applications seem to be array-based. though some of them are written in C (fgm and gnuplot). Some programs (ijpeg, applu, and trygtsl) traverse ranges of memory in one direction and then change direction, but most programs simply go in one direction. The number of sequentiallytraversed regions also varies, with swim doing about sixteen and other programs (es, gnuplot) covering only one large region. These classes of behavior remind us of the following comment by Rob Pike: "The following data structures are a complete list for almost all practical programs: array, linked list, hash table, binary tree." [24] The statement clearly has some truth to it: most applications exhibiting regular reference patterns are array-based; vortex, m88ksim, murphi, coral, and per1 are apparently either making heavy use of hash tables or are traversing tree structures; gee and per1 (to some extent) seem to use linked lists heavily. From the virtual memory system's point of view, array-based application would be the easiest to handle, while hash tables are the hardest. Figure 1 and 2 show page faults per one million instructions executed for each application as its memory spans the range from the minimum simulatable size to the total number of pages the application uses. 1 The three curves in the graph are LRU, OPT, and the new algorithm SEQ that we will describe in the next section. We do not include startup faults in the figures, because most of these faults are due to initialization of processes address space, and are usually serviced by zero-filling a page, not by invoking a disk I/O. (The number of pages that must be demand-paged from disk can be estimated by dividing the "program size" column in Table 1 by the 4KB page size.)
Performance of LRU and OPT
The results show that for the first and second categories of applications, which are memory intensive and do not have strong patterns, LRU performs similarly to OPT, though LRU suffers about twice as many page faults on average. For these application classes, the fault rate under LRU drops continuously when more memory is available; the rate of improvement is similar to that under OPT. The improvement appears to be super-linear for memory sizes less than half of the total memory needed by the program (i.e. doubling the amount of memory more than halves the number of page faults), and the improvement slows down after that point.
The situation is completely different for the applications in the third category (programs with highly regular sequential access patterns). LRU performs much poorer than OPT, generating up to five to ten times more page faults. LRU frequently gives no improvement till memory size reaches a certain threshold, and results in "staircase" graphs. This gives the appearance that the applications have certain workingsets that, once in memory, will reduce the fault rate signifi- cantlv. In fact, OPT is always able to reduce the fault rat,e continuously, and LRU simply fails to reduce the fault rat.e until it reaches certain memory sizes. The problem is that these applications (gnuplot, for example) are looping over large address space ranges; LRU replaces pages starting at the beginning of the address range (since those are oldest), replacing pages a constant distance behind the location where the program is accessing memory. When the program begins another iteration at the bottom of the range, LRU pages out the top. .411 pages in the range must be paged in on every iteration, resulting in the worst possible performance. This "LRU flooding" phenomenon is the primary motivation for our SEQ algorithm, described in the next section.
Our observations of program memory behavior arrive at different conclusions from some early research results, such as those described in Denning's excellent survey [lo] . The two biggest differences are that the applications we investigated do not generally have significant "phase-transition" behavior as their reference patterns tend to be the same throughout execution (i.e. no phases). Also, there are no identifiable working-sets, and no clear "knees" in the fault curve, contrary to what is observed in [lo] . (See more discussions in [13] ).
SEQ Replacement Algorithm
The intuition behind the SEQ replacement algorithm is to detect long sequences of page faults and apply MRU replacement to such sequences. The goal is to avoid LRU flooding, which occurs when a program accesses a large address space range sequentially. If a program accesses an address range once, LRU would page out useful pages that would be accessed again; if the program accesses the address range multiple times and the range is larger than physical memory, LRU would page out the pages in the order in which they are accessed and thus perform poorly, as described above.
If no sequences are detected, SEQ performs LRU replacement
Design
There are four main components in SEQ's design:
What is a 'sequence"?
A sequence is a series of page faults to consecutive virtual addresses, growing in one direction (increasing addresses or decreasing addresses) with no other faults to pages in the middle of the series. (We refer to most recently-added page-the page at the end of the sequence in the direction of growthas the head of the sequence.)
When memory is low and a page much be paged out, which sequence is chosen to replace a page from? SEQ chooses only sequences of length greater than L (currently 20 pages); it examines the time of the Nth (currently N = 5) most recent fault in each sequence, and chooses the one whose fault is most recent.
Whtch page from the chosen sequence is replaced? SEQ chooses the first in-memory page that is A4 (currently 20) or more pages from the head of the sequence. 4. What happens to a .sequence if u page fault occurs zn the middle of the address range of the sequence? SEQ splits the sequence into two sequences, one ranging from the beginning of the sequence to the page immediately preceeding the faulted page, and the other consisting of the faulted page alone.
Choices of values for L, N and M is discussed in Section 3.2. SEQ detects replaceable sequences by observing page faults (not page references) and associates them based on adjacent virtual addresses. SEQ maintains a list of sequences, recording (for each sequence) the tuple <low-end, high-end, dir>. The tuple indicates a sequence ranging from virtual address low-end to virtual address high-end, faulting (as time increases) in the direction dir (which is either up or down).
When a page fault on page pf occurs, SEQ examines sequences adjacent to pf. If t.he new page fault extends the sequence (i.e. pf = high-end $1 and dir = up, or pf = low-end -1 and dir = down), the sequence's low-end or high-end is changed to include the current fault.
If pffalls in the middle of the sequence (i.e. low-end 5 pf 5 high-end), then the sequence is split into two, one being <low-end, pf -l,dir> if dar = up or <pf +l, high-end, dir> if dir = down, and the other consisting of the new fault only (i.e. <pf, pf, nil>, nil meaning the direction cannot be determined for now). If pfdoes not extend any existing sequence nor overlap any sequence, then a new sequence is built, <pf, pf, nil>. If pf can extend two existing sequences, SEQ deletes the older of the sequences (the one whose last fault is earlier) and extends the newer sequence. In addition, if extending a sequence would lead to overlapping with another sequence, then the sequence that would be overlapped is deleted.
SEQ limits the number of sequences that it tracks. (Currently the limit is 200). When adding a new sequence would exceed the limit, SEQ first deletes the oldest sequence (by time of the most recent fault to that sequence) of length less than L. (If all sequences are longer than L, SEQ would delete the oldest sequence with length 5 2 * L, etc.)
When a replacement page must be chosen, SEQ examines all sequences of length 2 L, and tries to pick the sequence that faulted most recently. The heuristic we use is to sort these sequences based on the faulting time of their Nth most recent fault, and choose the one with the more recent fault time. Currently N = 5. If no sequence with length 2 L exists, the default LRU replacement is used.
Once a sequence is picked, SEQ is constrained not to replaces pages closer than M pages away from the sequence head. Starting from the Mth page away from the head, SEQ skips any on-disk pages, choosing the first in-memory page it finds. If it cannot find an in-memory pages in this sequence, SEQ examines the next sequence as determined above. For efficiency, SEQ keeps track of the range of on-disk pages in each sequence, so that the search for a replacement page can skip many on-disk pages in one step.
In our current implementation, SEQ takes roughly 10K bytes to keep track of 200 sequences (each taking roughly 48 bytes). Depending on applications, SEQ also takes slightly more CPU time than LRU for each replacement. We are still working on reducing the overhead of SEQ.
Simulation Results
Since our traces contain only IN and OUT records, we cannot simulate SEQ accurately under all circumstances. Instead, we conduct a slightly conservative simulation. That is, if a chosen-for-replacement page is IDLE (i.e. it is not accessed until its next IN record), the page is simply replaced; if the page is ACTIVE (i.e. it is between an IN record and an OUT record, which means it is accessed actively during this interval), we replace the page and then immediately simulate a fault on the page to bring it back into memory. This results in a simulation that slightly under-estimates the actual performance of SEQ, because in reality the page fault would occur sometime later in the current or the next, interval.
Simulation results are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . Clearly, SEQ performs significantly better than LRU, and quite close to optimal, for the applications with clear access patterns (for example, gnuplot and turb3d). For other applications SEQ's performance is quite similar to LRU.
We have varied the three SEQ parameters (L, M, and N) and observed resultant performance changes. Intuitivelv. the larger the value of L, the more conservative the algorithm will be, because it is less likely that a run of faults will be long enough to be considered a sequence. Reducing L has the opposite effect. Similarly, the parameter &I is set to guard against the case when pages in a sequence are reaccessed in a short time period. If the pages in the sequence are accessed only once, then M should be set to 1; however, if there is reuse of pages near the head of the sequence, then M should be larger to avoid replacing in-use pages.
We experimented with three different settings of L and
, and (L = 50, M = 50), and found that SEQ's performance is unaffected for most of the applications. The three applications that show visible differences are applu, perl, and swim; Figure 3 shows their fault curves under the three parameter settings. For applu, since it has many short sequences that are disqualified for replacement when L = 50, SEQ at L = 50 essentially performs LRU replacement most of the time. Swim also has many small to medium length sequences, and SEQ at M = 50 appears to interact poorly with swim's behavior at small memory sizes. For the rest of the applications, SEQ's performance is essentially unaffected by the parameter changes. The parameter N affects the choice of sequences in situations when sequences grow at varying rates: as N increases, so does the likelihood that SEQ will choose the sequence that grows fastest. We did not choose N = 1 because we want to avoid sequences that grow at sporadic rates. Since the space consumed by SEQ is directly proportional to N (it must store the times at which the last N faults occurred), small N is desirable. We varied N from 5 to 20, and found only negligible differences in SEQ's performance; varying N from 5 to 2 has virtually no effect on SEQ's performance. Thus, we set N = 5.
In summary, we found that the performance of the SEQ algorithm is fairly insensitive to the parameter values, and our current settings appear appropriate, though we plan further testing on this issue. More details are available in [13] .
SEQ as a Global Replacement Algorithm
So far our discussion has focused on the performance of various replacement policies for single applications. In real systems, multiple processes run at the same time and compete for memory. There are two general approaches to page replacement in multi-process environments [12] . One approach involves a memory allocation policy that allocates memory to different processes, and a page replacement policy that chooses replacements among each process' pages when processes exceed their memory allotments. Another approach uses a "global" replacement algorithm, where a replacement page is chosen regardless of which process it belongs to. For example, global LRU replaces the page whose last reference was earliest among all memory pages. Currently, most time-sharing operating systems use some approximation of global LRU replacement.
SEQ can be extended fairly easily to function as a global replacement algorithm. The only modification necessary is that the sequences must be grouped explicitly on a perprocess basis, i.e. only page faults with the same process ID are associated for sequence detection.
An obvious question is whether global SEQ would perform well in a time-sharing multi-process environment. To provide a preliminary answer to this question, we constructed a very simplified simulator of a multi-process system that captures the dynamic interleaving of process execution. We use a simple round-robin time slicing policy (simulating execution of each program for a certain length of time) and a time delay to model the service time for a page fault to disk. We then compared the performance of global LRU and global SEQ under concurrent executions of the applications.
Our simulator reads multiple application traces, taking a record each time from the trace corresponding to the program that is currently executing. We schedule processes according to round-robin time-sliced scheduling with context switch at page faults. That is, each trace (process) is run for a quantum, and when the quantum expires, the scheduler puts the trace on the wait queue and picks a different trace (process).
When a page fault happens, the current process is suspended for the duration of the service time of the page fault, and the scheduler picks another process to run. The two parameters, quantum time and page fault service time, are determined by a simple estimate of CPU speed-in our experiments the quantum is 1 million instructions (corresponding to 1Oms on a machine capable of executing our programs at the uniform rate of 100 MIPS). Page fault service time is a uniform 400,000 instructions (4ms on the same 1OOMIPS machine). This is obviously a simplistic model, but it suffices for the purpose of creating a reasonable interleaving of multiple program traces.
We picked four combinations, each of two applications, and one combination of three applications. The combinations are chosen to have a variety of mixes of application behavior and relative memory needs. They are: es+fgm, gcc+vortex, suim+trygtsl, vortex+gnuplot, and coral+wave5+trygtsl.
For each combination, we measure the fault rate for the concurrent execution of the applications, under both global LRU and global SEQ, for a range of memory sizes. Again, since most of the initial faults are zero-filled pages rather than disk-read pages. we do not in elude them in the figures. The result,s are shown in Figure 4 .
The results show that in simple multi-process environments, global SEQ tends to outperform global LRU when sequential applications are run, and it performs similarly to global LRU when no sequential application is run. For example, global SEQ's improvements over LRU in the cases of vortex+gnuplot and coral+uave5+trygtsl are similar to those in gnuplot and wave5, and global SEQ performs similarly to global LRU in gcc+votex.
Thus, our preliminary simulation results show that SEQ is also a promising algorithm for global replacement.
Related Work
Operating systems researchers have investigated the memory management problem for over thirty years, originally to determine if automatic management of memory (i.e. virtual memory) could perform as well as programmer-controlled physical memory allocation.
Belady's paper in 1966 [2] introduced the optimal oI%ne replacement algorithm (the OPT algorithm). A good survey on early research results on paging policies can be found in [12] . There have also been many studies on program behavior modelling and optimal online algorithms for each model. The models include independent reference [l] , LRU stack [26] , working set [9], access graphs [4] , and the Markov model [17] . For each of these models, optimal online algorithms are found [12, 15, 171. The SEQ algorithm is similar to the access-graph algorithms (41 in that it tries to take advantage of patterns found in reference streams. However, most theoretical studies on access-graph algorithms assume that the graph is known ahead of time, rather than being constructed at run-time. A recent study [ll] investigated constructing the graph at run-time; however the study only looked at references to program text, not data. Also, the algorithm proposed in [ll] is more complex and more expensive than SEQ.
Although most early experimental studies focused on efficient approximation of LRU page replacement [3, 2, 7, 201 , one scheme, the Atlas Loop Detector, investigated loop detection and MRU replacement on scientific programs [18] . SEQ differs from the loop detector in that it tries hard to work well on applications where LRU is appropriate. The Atlas scheme apparently performed poorly for non-scientific programs [9] .
Recent research projects on application-controlled kernels show the potential of application-specific replacement policies (28, 14, 21, 191 . These studies focus on mechanisms by which applications inform the kernel about what pages would be good candidates for replacements. Our SEQ algorithm is basically the antithesis of such schemes. It will be interesting to see over time which philosophy prevails. Our study shows that run-time automatic sequence detection by the kernel may be a promising way to increase performance. at essentially no cost to the programmer.
Recently there have been a number of studies of applications' memory reference behavior in the context of cache management. One study regarding processor pin bandwidth requirements [5] confirmed that there is a significant difference in cache miss ratios under LRU and under OPT replacement policies. Another study [23] included spacetime graphs for some SPECS5 benchmarks. Though their graphs are for a much shorter duration of execution execution (on the order of one second), the graphs are similar to our graphs for the SPEC95 benchmarks. Finally, one study of large-scale multiprocessor architectures investigated the "working-set" and cache size issues for parallel scientific applications [25] . The study investigated a number of parallel applications, measuring their "working-sets" by simulating the number of cache misses versus cache sizes under the LRU replacement. The cache misses versus cache size curves in [25] are quite similar to our LRU page fault curves for scientific applications. These studies suggest that the reference behavior at page level might be similar to that at cache line level. We plan to investigate this correlation. Sequence detection can be used for prefetching purposes as well. Indeed there are sequence detectors for prefetching in hardware cache management [27, 16, 221 . However, prefetching does not reduce bandwidth consumption; it merely reduces latency by overlapping I/O with computation. Good replacement policies, on the other hand, reduce both bandwidth consumption and latency. In this paper we focused on replacement algorithms only; how to balance prefetching and cache management (page replacement) is a complicated issue that needs further study [6] .
Conclusions and Future Work
Our study of application reference behavior and space-time graphs shows that applications' memory reference behavior varies significantly. There are at least three categories: no visible access pattern, minor observable patterns, and regular patterns.
We found that LRU performs similarly to OPT, though incurring roughly twice as many page faults, for the memory-intensive and pattern-less applications. However, LRU performs poorly for regular-pattern applications.
We proposed a new replacement algorithm, SEQ. SEQ detects linear access patterns (sequential behavior) and performs semi-MRU replacement on sequences associated with such patterns. SEQ performs similarly to LRU for memoryintensive applications, and corrects the LRU flooding problem for many regular-pattern applications. Indeed SEQ's performance approaches that of OPT for a number of regularpattern applications.
We also found that for multi-process systems, SEQ appears to be a good algorithm for global replacement. Comparison of global LRU and global SEQ show that global SEQ can effectively improve multi-application performance just as it improves single application performance.
There are a number of limitations in our work. We need to experiment SEQ on a wider variety of applications. Kernel implementation of SEQ is underway to test its performance in real systems. Finally, we plan to incorporate prefetching in SEQ.
